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ABSTRACT
Distributed point charge models (DCM) and their minimal variants (MDCM) have
been integrated with tools widely used for condensed-phase simulations, including
a virial-based barostat and a slow-growth algorithm for thermodynamic integration.
Minimal DCM is further developed with a systematic approach to reduce fitting er-
rors in the electrostatic interaction energy and a new fragment-based approach offers
considerable speedup of the MDCM fitting process for larger molecules with increased
numbers of off-centered charged sites. Finally, polarizable (M)DCM is also introduced
in the present work. The developments are used in condensed-phase simulations of
popular force fields with commonly applied simulation conditions. (M)DCM equiv-
alents for a range of widely used water force fields and for fluorobenzene (PhF) are
developed and applied along with the original models to evaluate the impact of re-
formulating the electrostatic term. Comparisons of the MEP, electrostatic interaction
energies, and bulk properties from molecular dynamics simulations for a range of mod-
els from simple TIPnP (n = 3–5) to the polarizable, multipolar iAMOEBA models
for water and an existing quadrupolar model for PhF confirm that DCMs retain the
accuracy of the original models, providing a homogeneous, efficient, and generic point
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charge alternative to a multipolar electrostatic model for force field development and
multilevel simulations.
1. INTRODUCTION
Empirical force fields (FFs) are routinely used for simulating a multitude of chemical and
biochemical phenomena.1–5 Commonly employed FFs divide interactions into intra- and
intermolecular terms that include point charges (PCs) for Coulomb interactions. While
interactions between nuclear-centered point charges are rapid to evaluate which allows ap-
plication to large condensed-phase systems and relatively long timescales, their accuracy is
compromised as they do not correctly describe charge density anisotropy.6 A new generation
of FFs aims to overcome these drawbacks, either using higher-order multipolar electrostat-
ics7,8 in methods such as AMOEBA (atomic multipole optimized energetics for biomolecular
applications),9–12 SIBFA (sum of interaction between fragments ab initio computed)13–17
and QCTFF (Quantum Chemical Topological Force Field),18 or using Gaussian functions to
directly describe the underlying charge density in methods such as EFP (effective fragment
potential),19 GEM (gaussian electrostatic model),20,21 and NEMO (nonempirical molecular
orbital).22 On the other hand, the use of higher-order atomic multipoles, while resulting in
improved accuracy, introduces non-negligible computational overhead due to the additional
complexity and increased number of terms that need to be evaluated.23–25
An alternate tractable approach is to represent the MEP as a truncated multipole expan-
sion transformed into a set of appropriately distributed point charges. Charges can be
placed in fixed arrangements relative to the nuclei,25 or machine learning can be used to
replace fixed arrangements with a minimal set of optimally positioned off-center charges.26
Recently it was demonstrated that these Distributed Charge Models (DCMs)25 and Minimal
Distributed Charge Models (MDCMs)26 can be implemented into widely used molecular dy-
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namics software as an alternative to conventional, PC-based energy terms. The use of point
charges for representing charge density anisotropy reduces the complexity of Coulomb terms
relative to a traditional multipolar formalism considerably, allowing efficient MD simulations
while maintaining the accuracy of a truncated multipole expansion.
The versatility of (M)DCMs (i.e. distributed charge models with and without machine
learning optimization) additionally yields a homogeneous implementation of different types
of electrostatic models (nuclear-centered charges, off-center charges and multipolar electro-
statics) using a single routine, with combinations of models of different complexities in a
single simulation – so-called ‘multilevel’ simulations. Its compatibility with remaining stan-
dard bonded and non-bonded FF terms promises to make adaptation of next-generation
(multipolar) FF electrostatics straightforward in widely used simulation packages.1,3,27,28
The ability to generate models of increasing accuracy by increasing the number of charges in
an MDCM fit offers an important tool to force field developers to carefully balance the ac-
curacy of a model with the computational cost incurred from adding each additional charge.
Models for the moiety or moieties of interest, such as a solute or protein ligand and imme-
diate environment, can be created at the highest level of detail, while remaining interacting
species can be optimally fitted to balance accuracy in the potential energy surface with com-
putational efficiency to reach the system sizes and timescales required to sufficiently sample
the relevant phase space. This multilevel approach is akin to the more familiar mixed quan-
tum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) treatments which also employ methods
of different accuracy for different parts of a simulation system.29 Similarly, promising new
models can equally be incorporated from one force field into another by transferring their pa-
rameters, and by refitting parameters of interacting neighbors at a level of detail that works
optimally with that model, rather than combining existing models of different complexities
that may not be compatible.
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In this work recent advances in the implementation of (M)DCM are exploited and applied
to condensed-phase simulations, including an intermediate fragment fitting step to improve
efficiency of the MDCM fitting process for larger systems, improved error handling based
on analysis of the relationship between errors in the fitted MEP and errors in the electro-
static interaction energy, integration with barostats for simulations in the isothermal-isobaric
ensemble and slow-growth routines for thermodynamic integration calculations. Different
(M)DCM models are developed to replace the electrostatic terms in several water force fields
commonly used in chemical and biomolecular simulations and in a multipolar force field for
PhF. In the first section of the results (M)DCM representations are generated for water
models of increasing complexity ranging from the simple but widely used “TIP3P”30 to the
multipolar, polarizable “iAMOEBA” potential.31 All terms of each original force field other
than the electrostatic term are left untouched, requiring particularly close agreement with
the original charge model to avoid reparametrization. Then, a similar approach is taken for
the PhF molecule, demonstrating the applicability to a solute molecule in a condensed-phase
aqueous environment. Comparisons of energies and bulk properties in each case are used
to demonstrate the accuracy of a distributed charge approach to a more computationally
complex multipolar description of molecular electrostatics.
2. Background
2.1 DCM
Multipolar force fields are based on the fact that any charge distribution can be represented as
a series expansion, where the successive terms are multipole moments of increasing rank.6,32
Nuclear centers are typically used as convenient origins to locate ‘atomic multipoles’, as is
the case in the “distributed multipole analysis” (DMA),33,34 “Atoms in Molecules” (AIM),8
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and AMOEBA,10 to improve convergence of the multipole expansion as opposed to using a
single molecular origin. As the rank of these terms increases from dipole to quadrupole to
octupole and beyond, the contribution that they make to the electric field in regions beyond
the extent of the original charge distribution decays increasingly rapidly with distance. It
is therefore often possible to truncate the series expansion at the atomic quadrupole mo-
ment35,36 while maintaining accuracy of the electrostatic potential outside the molecular
surface. This is especially true if the terms of the expansion are fitted to the electrostatic
potential rather than derived directly from the electron density.24,37
For a discrete distribution of n charges a multipole expansion truncated at the quadrupole
moment can be expressed using spherical harmonics as:
Q00 =
n∑
i=1
qi
Q10 =
n∑
i=1
qirz,i
Q11c =
n∑
i=1
qirx,i
Q11s =
n∑
i=1
qiry,i
Q20 =
n∑
i=1
1
2
qi(3r
2
z,i − r2)
Q22c =
n∑
i=1
√
3
4
qi(r
2
x,i − r2y,i)
(1)
where qi is point charge i, rx,i is the x-coordinate of i and Qlm is the total atomic multipole
moment of rank (l,m).6 For a continuous charge density an analogous volume integral re-
places the summation.
DCM is based on the fact that the converse is also true, i.e. any truncated multipole
expansion, even one derived from a continuous charge density, can be represented by a
suitable arrangement of discrete point charges.25,38 An illustrative but general example is
an octahedral charge arrangement, where the magnitude of the charge at each vertex of
the octahedron is analytically determined to exactly reproduce all multipole moments up to
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quadrupole according to:
q(dq,0,0) =
Q00
6
+
Q11c
2dq
− Q20
6d2q
+
Q22c
2
√
3d2q
q(−dq,0,0) =
Q00
6
− Q11c
2dq
− Q20
6d2q
+
Q22c
2
√
3d2q
q(0,dq,0) =
Q00
6
+
Q11s
2dq
− Q20
6d2q
− Q22c
2
√
3d2q
q(0,−dq,0) =
Q00
6
− Q11s
2dq
− Q20
6d2q
− Q22c
2
√
3d2q
q(0,0,dq) =
Q00
6
+
Q10
2dq
+
Q20
3d2q
q(0,0,−dq) =
Q00
6
− Q10
2dq
+
Q20
3d2q
(2)
Here, dq is the fixed distance of the charges from the nuclear coordinate of an atom. Note
that the Q21c, Q21s and Q22s quadrupole moment components vanish if the correct local axis
system for an atom is chosen.25
It is therefore possible to replace all 6 nonzero multipole moments by 6 point charges. The to-
tal multipole moments of the charge distribution will exactly match the multipole expansion
up to truncation rank, so the two will differ only by their higher order terms, i.e. octupole
and beyond. These terms can either be kept small by reducing the distance dq, or deliber-
ately enhanced to potentially provide accuracy beyond the truncated multipole expansion
by fixing dq to reproduce some of the higher order multipole moments of the reference atom.
The main advantage of such an approach is a considerable reduction in complexity of the
terms, as shown explicitly for the quadrupole–quadrupole interaction in section 1 of the SI.
Thus, in DCM no fitting is required. Rather, the multipole moments are converted into a
distributed charge arrangement based on analytical formulae.
For both multipolar and DCM approaches torques are generated by the off-centered charges
or multipole moments that need to be distributed across the surrounding nuclei. As is gener-
ally the case in multipolar force fields, the torques of DCM models are applied to the nuclei
that define the local (atomic) axis system of each charge (Figure 1), as described elsewhere.25
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Figure 1: Local axis systems required to convert between the various electrostatic models
presented in the text and to implement them into CHARMM and OpenMM. H-atom axes
are equivalent except for the case of DCM, where one H-atom shares the same local axis
system as its bonded O-atom neighbor.
2.2 MDCM
The fixed charge arrangements of DCM can be further optimized by releasing constraints on
charge positions to exploit spatial degrees of freedom, creating minimal distributed charge
models.26 For this, MDCM employs machine-learning to determine charge positions and mag-
nitudes such that a predefined accuracy in the MEP is attained using a minimal number of
off-centered charges. Differential Evolution39 was found to be effective in this context.26 Un-
like DCMs, MDCMs are not constrained to maintain the same atomic multipole moments as
a multipolar reference model, but are fitted directly to describe the MEP around a molecule.
Increasing numbers of charges can be added until an MDCM representation reaches a re-
quired level of accuracy, with the possibility to even improve beyond what is possible with a
multipolar model truncated at quadrupole.26 After fitting, each MDCM charge is assigned
to a nucleus and the MDCM arrangements are implemented in MD simulations using the
same framework (local axis systems, electrostatic cut-offs etc.) as a DCM model.
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2.3 Polarization
For improved accuracy and physical rigour and realism, polarization interactions were also
included. This makes (M)DCM models viable for emulating the iAMOEBA water model
for which polarizable sites were assigned to the atomic nuclei. Here, the ‘direct’ (non-
self-consistent) approach was employed40 which allows direct comparison with the original
iAMOEBA model.31 In this approach, isotropic polarizabilities at nuclear sites are used to
add induced dipoles to atoms as a function of the electric field generated by static multi-
pole moments of surrounding atoms only (the field generated by other induced dipoles is
ignored). For (M)DCM, this means that the electric field is generated by the point charges
of surrounding atoms only. The total polarization energy is therefore:
Vpol =
N∑
i=1
αiE(ri)
2 (3)
E(ri) =
Nbi∑
j=1
Nqj∑
l=1
λijql,j rˆil
R2il
(4)
where the polarization energy Vpol is determined by a sum over all N atoms of their scalar
(isotropic) polarizabilities αi multiplied by the square of the electric field E at the atom’s
nuclear position ri. The electric field at the nuclear coordinate of atom i is evaluated by
summing over each DCM charge ql of the Nq DCM charges belonging to atom j, for each
atom in the list of Nb nonbonded partners of atom i within simulation cut-offs. rˆil is a unit
vector in the direction of charge l from polarizable center i, Ril is the distance from the
nucleus of atom i to charge l. The damping function λij used in AMOEBA
9 is also adopted
here, with functional form:
λij = 1− exp
(
−a
(
Ril
(αiαj)1/6
)3)
(5)
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where a = 0.23616 A˚−1.31 Although the purpose of the damping function in the original
AMOEBA force field was to prevent artifacts at close range (the so-called ‘polarization catas-
trophe’), in the non-iterative case these artifacts should not exist, so λ should be interpreted
as a fitted short-range correction to the polarization energy.
2.4 Water Models
TIPnP: The parameters for these models are summarized in Table 1. In all TIPnP models,
the OH bond length, rOH, and HOH bond angle, 6 HOH, are the gas-phase experimental
values, i.e., 0.9572 A˚ and 104.52◦, respectively. There is no charge at the O center in
both the TIP4P and TIP5P models. The potential energy of the TIP4P and TIP5P models
between two water molecules, a and b, is given by Eq. 6, where i and j are the charged sites
on molecules a and b, respectively, and rOaOb is the oxygen-oxygen distance.
Eab = 4OO
[(
σOO
rOaOb
)12
−
(
σOO
rOaOb
)6]
+
∑
ij
qiqj
rij
. (6)
Eq. 6 is equally applicable for TIP3P water when including an additional L-J interaction
term on hydrogen sites. As the DCM approach uses off-centered charges to describe mul-
tipole moments, no modification is necessary to implement the TIPnP models, which are
equivalent to MDCM distributions with 1 or 2 charges per atom. In some respects the
TIPnP models can be viewed as MDCMs with hand-fitted charge positions and magnitudes,
as displayed in Figure 2.
iAMOEBA: Inexpensive AMOEBA31 was originally conceived as a computationally effi-
cient (fewer parameters and non-iterative polarization) and robust alternative to the existing
AMOEBA water model. The requisite Halgren buffered 14-7 potential41 and anharmonic
bonded terms of the iAMOEBA model are available in OpenMM,28 which also contains
basic “dummy atom” functionality for sites with zero mass that can be used to run sim-
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Figure 2: Charge locations in TIPnP (n = 3, 4, 5) water models (top), in an octahedral
distributed charge model (DCM, bottom-left) and a 10-charge minimal distributed charge
model (MDCM, bottom-right). In all TIPnP models positive charges are located at the H
centers. The corresponding negative charges are located either at the O atom (qO in TIP3P),
along an axis connecting O and the center of mass of H2O (qM in TIP4P), or at two points
approximating the O lone pairs (qL in TIP5P). In the octahedral DCM model there are 6
charge sites for the O atom and for each H atom, describing the multipole moments of the
iAMOEBA model. In the MDCM model there are 4 charge sites per H atom and 2 charge
sites for O.
ulations with (M)DCMs. iAMOEBA in OpenMM thus provides a suitable test case to
compare performance of explicit atomic multipole moments versus distributed charges in
polarizable, condensed phase simulations. It is also possible to demonstrate the ease with
which (M)DCMs can be made available in existing MD software packages without without
the need to change the source code. Such an “emulation” should offer advantages in both
computational efficiency and ease of implementation.
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Table 1: Parameters for TIPnP and iAMOEBA potential functions.
TIP3P TIP4P TIP5P
iAMOEBA
(M)DCM
Geometry
6 HOH◦ 104.52 104.52 104.52 106.48
6 LOL◦ 109.47
rOH/A˚ 0.9572 0.9572 0.9572 0.9584
rOL/A˚ 0.70
rOM/A˚ 0.15
Charges
qH/e 0.417 0.52 0.241 †
qO/e –0.834 ‡
qL/e –0.241
qM/e –1.04
L-J parameters
OO/kcal/mol –0.1521 –0.155 –0.16 0.19682
a
HH/kcal/mol –0.0460
σOO/A˚ 3.15061 3.15365 3.12 3.6453
a
σHH/A˚ 0.4
Polarizabilities
αO/A˚
3 0.80636
αH/A˚
3 0.50484
a/A˚−1 0.23616b
† (M)DCM charge sites for H atoms, and ‡ (M)DCM charge sites for O atoms – refer to
section 2 of the SI.
a iAMOEBA L-J parameters for use with a Halgren 14-7 potential41
b polarization damping factor
3. Computational Details
3.1 DCM Representations
TIPnP models were implemented for use with the DCM module in CHARMM by describing
the positions of off-centered charges in the standard DCM local axis system.25 For multipolar
models, in-house scripts were used to convert from the original local axis system, as defined
here by the AMOEBA force field for the iAMOEBA model and the multipole module of the
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CHARMM force field for the multipolar PhF model, to the final DCM axis system. Also, the
necessary diagonalization of the Cartesian quadrupole matrix to obtain a minimal number
of non-zero quadrupole components and to calculate the corresponding charge magnitudes
of the DCM arrangement were computed using these scripts. An octahedral charge arrange-
ment was used to describe the multipole expansion for all models, as described previously.25
For the polarization term the standard iAMOEBA polarizabilities and damping parameters
were used (Table 1). Interatomic distances Ril in Eq. 4 were the distance between the
nuclei to which charges were assigned, rather than the distance between DCM charges, to
most closely match the AMOEBA multipolar force field term and avoid refitting polarization
damping parameters. A sample input file is provided in section 3 of the SI.
3.2 MDCM fitting
The Differential Evolution (DE) fitting code was implemented into the “Fitting Wizard”
(FW) tool previously developed to fit multipole moments and L-J parameters to bulk prop-
erties for multipolar force fields.42 Charge positions were constrained to remain within one
third of the van der Waals radius of each atom. Atomic multipoles up to rank l = 5 were
fitted to the MEP across a grid using a least squares fit as before, where the grid used here
is generated by the target multipolar model of interest rather than quantum chemical ref-
erence data. Grid points between the 0.001 a.u. and 0.0003 a.u. isodensity surfaces were
used for fitting, as points outside the outer 0.0003 a.u. surface with lower electron density
were found to be far enough away to be generally well described and have a smaller im-
pact on fitting quality. Excluded points outside the outer surface were subsequently used
to validate the long-range performance of the model via mean and maximum absolute errors .
Atomic charge models with up to 4 charges per atom were fitted to the atomic multipoles
and used to generate initial populations for subsequent DE fitting of the larger systems, as
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described elsewhere.26 MDCM was algorithmically improved by introducing an intermediate
fragmentation strategy to increase computational efficiency for larger molecules. After fitting
atomic charge models to the ESP of the atomic multipoles, the molecule is divided into
fragments (here into 2 arbitrary fragments of roughly equal size for PhF). Next, each fragment
is fitted separately to a reference fragment MEP that does not include the ESP contribution
of the multipoles of the other fragment(s). This is achieved using the high-rank (l = 5) fitted
atomic multipoles already obtained to fit the atomic charge models:
V fragref (r) = V
mol
ref (r)−
Nfrag,fix∑
i=1
Natom,i∑
j=1
V mtpi,j (r) (7)
where the fragment reference ESP V fragref at point r is equal to the original reference MEP,
V molref (r), minus the ESP V
mtp
i,j (r) from the fitted multipoles of all j atoms of all Nfrag,fix frag-
ments that are not included in the current fragment fit. As each fragment contains fewer
charges than the full molecule, and all fragments can be fitted independently a considerable
speedup of the fitting process is possible and the approach scales favourably for larger sys-
tems.
Fragments are fitted with increasing numbers of charges until a predefined/desired accuracy
has been obtained. Here, an average of between 1 and 3 charges per atom are used and
charges are free to move. Hence, the number of charges for each atom within the fragment
may change during fitting while the total number of charges for the fragment remains fixed.
10 models were fitted for each given number of charges for each fragment. The fragment
models with lowest mean absolute errors across the ESP grid were combined to build molec-
ular charge models with the number of charges corresponding to between on average 1 and 3
charges per atom (i.e. between 12 and 36 charges for the full PhF molecule). Each molecular
model was subjected to a final DE refinement step.
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A further improvement to the original approach26 was to introduce additional constraints.
Constraints are important both to maintain stability of MD simulations and to maintain
accuracy of subsequent electrostatic interaction energy calculations. Simulation stability is
maintained by constraining charge positions to remain within ratom/3, one third of the van
der Waals radius of the atom. If charges are placed too far from nuclear positions they
are able to approach one another during MD simulations, overcoming repulsive barriers and
causing simulations to collapse due to numerical instability. To improve the accuracy of
electrostatic interaction energies, tighter constraints of maximally 1e for each point charge
were applied to all charge magnitudes. The grounds for constraining charge magnitudes is
based on analysis of the error in the interaction energy using MDCMs (described in section
4 of the SI), as larger charge magnitudes often reduce the error in the MEP at the expense of
increasing the error in the electrostatic interaction energy in subsequent simulations through
error multiplication.
3.3 (M)DCM in OpenMM
For iAMOEBA simulations, a single simulation engine (OpenMM 7.1.043) was used to keep
all simulation details and force field terms unchanged apart from the modified electrostat-
ics. As OpenMM lacks native DCM support, the existing “dummy atom” functionality was
exploited to run (M)DCM simulations, highlighting the possibility to run (M)DCM simula-
tions in simulation packages that support dummy atoms or equivalent features. (M)DCM
charges were placed relative to atoms by converting from local DCM axes to those defined
in OpenMM for dummy atoms (Figure 1).
For consistency, the polarization term in OpenMM had to be adapted for use with distributed
charges. The polarization energy damping term implemented in OpenMM assumes that
charged and polarizable sites will coincide, as the distance Ril of the damping term in Eq. 4
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is evaluated between nuclear sites. This is not the case in (M)DCM, where charge sites are
shifted from nuclear positions. If every (M)DCM charge site were assigned the polarizability
of the parent atom, the total polarization energy would be significantly overestimated, in
accordance with Eq. 3. Hence, α′i = αi · 10−4 was used for charge positions and the damping
factor λij was changed to
λij = 1− exp
(
− a
′
100
(
ril
(α′iα
′
j)
1/6
)3)
(8)
with a′ = 0.0023616 A˚−1 and α′i = αi for the nuclei. As all nuclei carry zero charge in
(M)DCMs the nuclear–nuclear interactions yield zero polarization energy, in accordance with
Eq. 4. As all charges carry polarizabilities scaled by a factor 10−4, polarization energies be-
tween (M)DCM charges are negligible which is consistent with Eq. 3. For charge–nuclear
site interactions, the nuclear site carries the standard polarizability, so Eq. 3 is unchanged,
and the charge site polarizability is scaled by 10−4, which is counteracted by the factor 10−2
applied to the damping parameter a in Eq. 5, recovering the polarization and damping of
the multipolar force field without refitting any parameters. Note that the small remaining
difference in the Ril term from using shifted charge sites was found to not significantly affect
the results, but should be considered a potential source from which slight differences can arise.
Finally, fitted MDCMs were converted to the standard local axis systems used for dummy
atoms in OpenMM. A sample parameter file is provided in section 5 of the SI. It was noted
when running these simulations that although (M)DCM simulations ran relatively efficiently
in OpenMM, and for MDCM in particular multi-ns simulations ran on a similar timescale to
the standard multipolar iAMOEBA implementation, code did not appear to be optimized for
simulations with multiple off-centered charge sites. Significant slow-down was observed even
if all off-centered sites were defined with zeroed non-bonded parameters. Benchmarking re-
sults are therefore not meaningful here, and results with optimized code will be addressed in
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future work. It is clear, however, that simulation efficiency will benefit from purpose-written
code, and that the functionality required for off-centered charge sites is unlikely to be as
highly optimized as more commonly encountered atom-centered terms in current simulation
packages.
3.4 MD Simulations and Property Computation
Aside from iAMOEBA simulations, which were run with OpenMM as described below, re-
maining MD simulations were run with CHARMM27 version 45a2 which includes provisions
for DCM.25 A 1 fs time step was used with SHAKE44 to constrain angles and bonds involv-
ing hydrogen atoms in an isothermal-isobaric (constant NPT ) ensemble using a pressure
bath at 1 atm coupled to a Nose´-Hoover temperature bath.45–49 The simulation system was
a cubic box with 500 water molecules employing periodic boundary conditions. For every
value of T , a simulation of at least 3 nanoseconds (ns) was performed. For TIP5P water
and temperatures below freezing point (273 K) the simulations were extended by an addi-
tional 3 ns for improved estimates of thermodynamic properties using fluctuation formulae
(see below). This strategy has been suggested previously to obtain converged results for
modeling bulk water at low temperatures.50–53 All simulations were performed with SHIFT
and SWITCH cutoff functions for non-bonded electrostatics and van der Waals interactions,
respectively. The switching-function parameters are Ron and Roff with values 10.0 and 12.0
A˚, respectively, for non-bonded van der Waals interactions. A 12.0 A˚ cutoff was applied
for the shifted non-bonded electrostatics. The implementation of DCM was validated by
comparing results of TIP4P and TIP5P simulations with the results of similar simulations
with standard routines.54
OpenMM simulations of a cubic box with 500 water molecules were run without SHAKE
constraints for compatibility with iAMOEBA, and with a 0.5 fs time step. A Monte Carlo
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barostat maintained simulation pressure at 1 atm, after 150 ps equilibration simulations were
run for 10 ns at each T used for the CHARMM simulations to facilitate direct comparison
between CHARMM and OpenMM data. Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) was used with a real-
space cutoff of 7.0 A˚ and a van der Waals cutoff of 9.0 A˚.
Solvation Free Energies, ∆G, were calculated using slow-growth thermodynamic integra-
tion55,56 (TI) for discrete windows of λ from 0 to 1, with fixed ∆λ = 0.1 and ∆t = 1 fs. The
simulation for each value of λ (window) was equilibrated for 150 ps, and then sampled for
another 200 ps, i.e., cumulatively 11× 350 ps for each water model. Here, λ = 0 is the state
in which the water molecule has full interaction with the system, λ = 1 is the state in which
the water molecule is “decoupled” and in the gas phase. The free energy change for each
simulation was calculated by varying λ forward from 0 to 1 and then backward from 1 to 0.
Bulk-density ρ was computed from the ratio between total mass, M , and the time-averaged
volume of the simulation box, < V > according to ρ = M
<V>
.
Self-diffusion coefficient D was computed from the mean squared displacement (MSD)
of all oxygen atoms using the Einstein relation
D = lim
t→∞
1
6t
< |r(t)− r(0)|2 >, (9)
where r(t) is the position of the oxygen atom of a water molecule at time t, and averaged
over all water molecules.57 OpenMM trajectories were analyzed in CHARMM and D was
computed in the same way.
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Enthalpy of vaporization ∆Hvap can be obtained from
∆Hvap =< Egas > − < Eliq > /N +RT, (10)
where Eliq is the potential energy of the liquid containing N molecules and R is the ideal
gas constant.50,51,58
Heat capacity Cp, isothermal compressibility κ, coefficient of thermal expansion
α can be calculated from standard fluctuation formulae (Eqs. 11 to 13).50,51,58
Cp =
(
∂H
∂T
)
N,P
=
1
NkBT 2
(< H2 > − < H >2) + 3R (11)
κ = − 1
V
(
∂V
∂P
)
N,T
=
1
kBT < V >
(< V 2 > − < V >2) (12)
α =
1
V
(
∂V
∂T
)
N,P
=
1
kBT 2 < V >
(< VH > − < V >< H >) (13)
Here, Cp and α were computed using the central difference formula for estimating derivatives,
except at extremes where right and left differences were used,59
Cp ≈ < H2 > − < H1 >
T2 − T1 , and α ≈
ln < ρ2 > −ln < ρ1 >
T2 − T1 (14)
and κ values were calculated from the fluctuations (Eq. 12).
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4. Results and Discussion
This section is structured as follows. First, the performance of the (M)DCM iAMOEBA
model is evaluated for single-point energy calculations of water clusters, in order to validate
the (M)DCM models against reference data from the original multipolar iAMOEBA im-
plementation. Implementations for the TIPnP models are more straightforward and hence
not shown here. Then the performance of all models for different bulk properties between
T = 235.5 K and T = 350 K is assessed to explore the performance of the DCM frame-
work in describing models of increasing complexity under realistic simulation conditions.
For iAMOEBA the impact on simulations of replacing the multipole term with distributed
charges is the main focus. Finally, the methods developed are further used for MD and free
energy simulations of hydrated PhF.
4.1 MDCM Fitting for H2O
Models with increasing numbers of charges ranging from 6 to 10 per molecule were fitted
to the MEP, with 10 independent models fitted for each number of charges. The models
that performed best as quantified by mean absolute error in the MEP were then used in
dimer energy calculations (next section). As no refitting of other force field parameters was
desirable a tight agreement of ∼ 0.2 kcal/mol (1 kJ/mol) in dimer energies was the threshold
to select the MDCM to be used in subsequent calculations. It was found that 10 charges
were required to reach this threshold, more than might typically be necessary for such a
model. However, this is justified by the challenging nature of the task, and still compares
favorably with the 12 non-zero multipole components of the iAMOEBA model and without
the additional complexity that these terms will incur in simulations. In a more typical ap-
plication an error in dimer electrostatic interaction energies of 1 kcal/mol with respect to
ab initio reference data might be acceptable, requiring fewer charges, as errors are typically
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compensated by remaining force field terms. The MAE across the grid between the two
isodensity surfaces for the selected model was 0.023 kcal/mol and the maximum absolute
error was 2.10 kcal/mol.
The selected model is shown at the bottom-right of Figure 2. No symmetry constraints were
applied, and while such constraints could be introduced as an extension to the current fitting
code for symmetric systems, the asymmetric charge distributions obtained during MDCM
fitting still accurately describe the symmetry of the underlying MEP if the fitting criteria
are sufficiently tight.
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Figure 3: Top: comparison of MEP generated by 10-charge MDCM (left) with MEP gen-
erated by iAMOEBA multipole moments (right), mapped onto the molecular 0.001 a.u.
isodensity surface. Colors range from -38 (red) to +38 (blue) kcal/mol. Bottom: 2D slices of
the MEP in different molecular planes (rows) in the region used for fitting. The “True” ESP
refers to the iAMOEBA multipolar reference, the fitted ESP refers to the MDCM 10-charge
model. The absolute error is plotted in the right-hand column and ranges from -1 kcal/mol
(red) to +1 kcal/mol (blue).
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4.2 iAMOEBA and its (M)DCM Representation
The quality of the octahedral DCM and 10-charge MDCM descriptions of the iAMOEBA
multipolar electrostatics were examined using a series of water dimers, originally proposed
by Tschumper et al.60 (Figure 4) and a set of larger water clusters up to decamer61 to check
for error accumulation with cluster size.
Figure 4: Water dimers from Ref.60 used to validate (M)DCM iAMOEBA parameters.
Figure 5: Water clusters used to check for error accumulation in (M)DCM iAMOEBA model.
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Table 2: Comparison between multipolar and DCM iAMOEBA electrostatic energies, in-
cluding polarization. In the top part of the table, energies for the 10 dimer structures (see
Figure 4) are shown, while in the bottom part energies for various oligomers (see Figure
5) are presented. The mean absolute error for the dataset is within the chemical accuracy
(MAE=0.041 kcal/mol)
Dimer iAMOEBA (kcal/mol) DCM-iAMOEBA (kcal/mol) ∆E (kcal/mol)
1 –5.113 –5.092 0.021
2 –4.505 –4.532 –0.027
3 –4.504 –4.554 –0.049
4 –3.824 –3.769 0.056
5 –3.269 –3.217 0.053
6 –2.972 –2.967 0.005
7 –3.199 –3.173 0.027
8 –1.572 –1.579 –0.007
9 –3.794 –3.778 0.016
10 –3.016 –3.027 –0.011
Oligomer iAMOEBA (kcal/mol) DCM-iAMOEBA (kcal/mol) ∆E (kcal/mol)
trimer –13.770 –13.691 0.079
tetramer –24.529 –24.495 0.034
pentamer –32.321 –32.279 0.067
hexamer prism –41.459 –41.421 0.038
heptamer –51.299 –51.193 0.106
octamer –64.672 –64.495 0.178
nonamer –72.896 –72.989 –0.092
decamer –82.858 –82.772 0.086
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Table 3: Comparison between multipolar and MDCM iAMOEBA electrostatic energies,
including polarization. In the top part of the table, energies for the 10 dimer structures are
shown, while in the bottom part energies for various oligomers are presented. The mean
absolute error for the dataset is within chemical accuracy (MAE=0.108 kcal/mol)
Dimer iAMOEBA (kcal/mol) MDCM-iAMOEBA (kcal/mol) ∆E (kcal/mol)
1 –5.113 –5.125 –0.011
2 –4.505 –4.465 0.040
3 –4.504 –4.471 0.033
4 –3.824 –3.836 –0.011
5 –3.269 –3.180 0.089
6 –2.972 –2.863 0.109
7 –3.199 –3.196 0.003
8 –1.572 –1.587 –0.014
9 –3.794 –3.770 0.024
10 –3.016 –3.026 –0.010
Oligomer iAMOEBA (kcal/mol) MDCM-iAMOEBA (kcal/mol) ∆E (kcal/mol)
trimer –13.770 –13.782 –0.012
tetramer –24.529 –24.436 0.093
pentamer –32.321 –32.266 0.055
hexamer prism –41.459 –41.348 0.111
heptamer –51.299 –51.129 0.171
octamer –64.672 –64.238 0.434
nonamer –72.896 –72.478 0.419
decamer –82.858 –82.402 0.456
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As seen in Table 2, very close agreement was obtained between the original multipolar
iAMOEBA implementation in OpenMM and its DCM representation developed here. The
difference in electrostatic interaction energy (including polarization) is of the order of 10−2
kcal/mol for all dimers. Close agreement was also obtained for the water clusters, with error
accumulation remaining remarkably small up to decamer, and the largest total error of 0.18
kcal/mol still well within chemical accuracy.
Table 3 reveals a similar trend for the fitted MDCM. While dimer errors are slightly larger
than for the DCM, the largest error of 0.109 kcal/mol is still very close to the iAMOEBA
multipolar energy. For the larger clusters results are again encouraging, although some error
accumulation is visible as errors increase to almost 0.5 kcal/mol for the decamer. It should
be emphasized that this remains well within chemical accuracy even for these larger clusters,
with a percentage error of 0.5% for the decamer and MAE of 0.11 kcal/mol for the whole set
of dimers and clusters, despite requiring little more than half the number of charges used in
the octahedral DCM.
4.3 H2O Thermodynamic Properties at 298 K from all Models
After establishing that both the octahedral DCM and 10-charge MDCM yield accurate in-
teraction energies, the performance of the models for bulk properties in condensed phase
MD simulations was assessed. (M)DCM representations for models ranging from TIP3P to
iAMOEBA were chosen to demonstrate the versatility of the approach. In all cases, simula-
tions are carried out for both the original model and its (M)DCM representation.
Atom-atom pair correlation functions (radial distribution functions, RDFs) gOO(r), gOH(r)
and gHH(r) of water characterize the microscopic structure of liquid water. One of the critical
tests for water models is accurate reproduction of the experimental (X-ray scattering and
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neutron diffraction) OO, OH and HH RDFs, although it should be noted that there remains
some uncertainty over reference values in the literature. For example, the reported height
(g1) and position (r1) of the first intermolecular peak in gOO(r), which is the characteristic
feature of liquid water, varies over the range g1 = 2.2–3.0 and r1 = 2.76–2.82 A˚ depending
on the type of experiment.62–71
Figure 6 shows gOO(r) for the various water models along with experimental neutron diffrac-
tion data.62 A more detailed comparison of gOO(r) along with gOH(r) and gHH(r) is presented
in sections 6–8 of the SI. One of the most commonly used models for biomolecular simula-
tions, TIP3P, is known to inadequately describe the water structure beyond the first peak
of gOO(r), which is confirmed here beyond ∼ 3 A˚, see Figure 6. For TIP4P, TIP5P and
iAMOEBA improved gOO(r) are found across the whole range of distances. Of particular in-
terest here is the close agreement firstly between TIPnP results and their DCM equivalents.
This demonstrates that the integration of (M)DCMs with commonly used simulation tools
such as barostats and electrostatic cut-offs yields dynamics in condensed phase simulations in
line with more widely used approaches for these electrostatic models. Secondly, there is very
good agreement for the polarizable, multipolar iAMOEBA results with (M)DCM, demon-
strating that the close agreement in MEP and interaction energies yields correspondingly
close g(r) in simulations without the need for explicit multipoles, and despite differences in
implementation such as the definition of local axis systems and alterations to non-bonded
cut-off schemes to accommodate off-centered charges.
Liquid density, heat of vaporization, isobaric heat capacity, isothermal compressibility, ther-
mal expansion coefficient and self-diffusion coefficient at 298 K and 1 atm are summarized
in Table 4. Again results for TIPnP models are compared with their DCM-representations
and those for multipolar iAMOEBA are compared with those from (M)DCM and with ex-
periment.
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The calculated ρ, ∆Hvap and D of TIPnP waters are essentially identical from both sets of
simulations, further validating the DCM implementation. Cp, κ and α values of water from
the various models vary within ±1 unit, although for TIP4P α is somewhat overestimated,
by about 30 %. As shown in the next section, this discrepancy seems to originate from
noise in the data rather than a physical effect, as performance across a range of tempera-
tures shows closer agreement and the other models also show local discrepancies at certain
temperatures (Figure 7b). Agreement for the simulations with iAMOEBA and its (M)DCM
representations is also very good, with the largest discrepancy being the slightly larger value
for κ with the DCM representation.
The range of dynamic properties examined provides confidence that the microscopic struc-
ture and dynamics of the solvent are preserved when moving from a full multipolar descrip-
tion to the simpler distributed charge models, also after reducing the number of charges in
the MDCM. All iAMOEBA results additionally agree well with experiment, consistent with
earlier findings.31 It should also be noted that the data presented are for the simulation
conditions described above, and hence certain deviations from previously published results
are to be expected. For example ∆Hvap is 6 % larger than the originally published Monte
Carlo (MC) data,30 κ values are roughly 30 (106 atm−1) smaller for TIP3P and TIP4P com-
pared to original MC data,30,50 and D for both TIP3P and TIP4P is roughly 40 % larger
than previously published results.72 As has been highlighted previously,57 small differences
in simulation conditions can have a significant impact on the results from bulk simulations.
4.4 Temperature Dependence of H2O Thermodynamic Properties
As a more exacting test of the various water models and their (M)DCM representations, the
density ρ, enthalpy of vaporization ∆Hvap, isobaric heat capacity Cp, isothermal compress-
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Table 4: Bulk properties of liquid water at 298 K and 1 atm; density ρ (g cm−3), enthalpy
of vaporization ∆Hvap (kcal/mol), isobaric heat capacity Cp (cal mol
−1K−1), isothermal
compressibility κ (106 atm−1), thermal expansion coefficient α (105 K−1) and self-diffusion
coefficient D (10−5cm2 s−1). “DCM” denotes the new DCM code and framework were used
in place of standard routines.
ρ ∆Hvap Cp κ α D
TIP3Pc 1.0266 11.04 12.9 23.1 76.8 3.9
TIP3P/DCM 1.0264 11.04 12.9 22.4 75.6 3.9
TIP4P 1.0090 11.15 15.6 22.7 35.3 2.3
TIP4P/DCM 1.0082 11.16 15.5 23.3 44.9 2.3
TIP5P 0.9848 10.73 24.2 28.8 30.9 2.2
TIP5P/DCM 0.9842 10.73 24.8 30.0 30.0 2.2
iAMOEBA/OpenMM 0.9977 10.91 17.8 40.7 23.3 1.9
iAMOEBA/DCM 0.9916 10.85 18.3 51.0 25.8 2.0
iAMOEBA/MDCM10 0.9964 10.76 17.9 41.5 28.9 2.2
Exp.a 0.9965 10.51 18.0 45.8 25.7 2.3b
a Ref.;73 b Ref.;74 c using conventional TIP3P in CHARMM;
ibility κ, and thermal expansion coefficient α were studied as a function of temperature T
between 235.5 K and 350 K. Corresponding property vs. T profiles are presented alongside
reference experimental data in Figure 7. In all cases the TIPnP models and their DCM
representations agree very favourably. The same applies to iAMOEBA with the exception
of κ using the DCM representation for which a small shift is visible.
Liquid density: The dependence of bulk density ρ on T is shown in Figure 7a. In all cases
there is close agreement between the original models and their (M)DCM representations,
and much closer than the agreement between the different models. The additional detail in
the iAMOEBA force field yields a visibly closer agreement with experiment than the simpler
non-polarizable TIPnP models, with both the multipolar and MDCM descriptions almost
indistinguishable from the experimental curve, while the DCM description is also very close.
Isothermal compressibility and thermal expansion coefficient: Plots of isothermal
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Figure 6: Radial distribution functions (RDF) gOO(r) of iAMOEBA and TIPnP
H2O at 298 K and 1 atm using standard routines (LP) and DCM functionality
in CHARMM (TIPnP), and multipolar (MTP) iAMOEBA and (M)DCM imple-
mentations of iAMOEBA in OpenMM. Experimental neutron diffraction data from
Ref.62 Successive curves are offset 1 unit along the y-axis for clarity.
compressibility κ(T ), and thermal expansion coefficient α(T ) as a function of temperature
are also included in Figures 7b and c. (M)DCM representations of TIPnP again agree well
with reference data, and more closely than the models agree with one another. The same is
true for iAMOEBA, although some shift is visible in κ for the DCM representation.
Relative to the experimental results, performance is again varied for the TIPnP models with
no single model performing well across all properties, suggesting that they lack the versatility
to describe all properties simultaneously across the full range of T . The additional detail in
the iAMOEBA model, well encapsulated using distributed charges, affords a more consistent
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Figure 7: Experimental and computed densities ρ, diffusion coefficients D, isother-
mal compressibilities κ, enthalpies of vaporization ∆Hvap, thermal expansion coef-
ficients α and heat capacities Cp of liquid water using TIPnP and iAMOEBA water
models as a function of temperature at 1 atm Exp. data from Refs.73–77 Experi-
mental ρ data are obscured by the iAMOEBA/MTP (multipolar iAMOEBA) data.
A vertical line at 273 K indicates zero Celsius.
performance across the full range of T .
Diffusivity: The self-diffusion coefficient is one of the most frequently examined transport
properties of water in MD studies.57 It measures the mobility of water molecules in the
H-bonded liquid water network, and is thus taken as an indication of the accuracy of the
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water interaction potential. The simulated D, over the range of temperatures studied here,
is presented in Figure 7d. While TIP3P overestimates the diffusivity, suggesting that hydro-
gen bonding is too weak in this water model (consistent with loss of structure beyond the
first coordination shell, seen in Figure 6), the remaining models describe this property well,
although with some level of divergence at higher T .
Enthalpy of vaporization: The variation of vaporization enthalpy ∆Hvap with T (Figure
7e) shows significant differences between the different models, but in each case there is good
agreement between the DCM representation and the existing models, and between the mul-
tipolar, polarizable approach and (M)DCM results. Interestingly, TIP3P performs better
here than the other TIPnP models across the full range of temperatures, with TIP5P tuned
to perform better under ambient conditions. iAMOEBA also performs well across the range
of temperatures, outperforming TIP3P at higher T but overestimating slightly the gradient
with respect to T .
Isobaric heat capacity: For Cp(T ), again iAMOEBA and its (M)DCM representations
agree well with one another across a broad range of temperatures. The TIP3P and TIP4P
DCM models also agree well with existing implementations, whereas slightly more deviation
is visible for the DCM implementation of the TIP5P model. This model represents a signifi-
cant outlier, though, in its agreement with experiment and the remaining models other than
at high T , which may lead to increased sensitivity in this property.
4.5 Free Energies of H2O Self-Solvation
The calculated TIPnP free energy changes, ∆G, of decoupling one water molecule from bulk
liquid using different water models (see Table 5) in the forward and backward calculations
are 0.01 to 0.20 kcal/mol to one another, indicative of good convergence in the simulations.
The various TIPnP/DCM simulations give nearly the same ∆G values as standard TIPnP,
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validating the DCM implementation for thermodynamic integration. The free energy change
associated with removal of a water molecule from bulk water to the gas phase ranges from
5.82 to 6.94 kcal/mol (Table 5), close to the experimentally measured value of 6.3 kcal/mol78
as well as previously calculated values of 6.079 and 6.180 kcal/mol. These simulations were
not carried out for iAMOEBA as the different TI approaches in CHARMM and OpenMM
hinder meaningful comparison.
Table 5: Calculated free energy ∆G (kcal/mol) change (sum of the electrostatic component
and the van der Waals interaction component) for removal of a water molecule from bulk
water to gas-phase using TIPnP/DCM and existing TIPnP implementations.
Forward ∆G Backward ∆G
Eelec EvdW Total Eelec EvdW Total
Exp.a 6.30
TIP3Pb 8.40 –2.40 6.00 –8.30 2.50 –5.80
TIP3P/DCM 8.95 –2.01 6.94 –8.92 2.03 –6.89
TIP3P 8.99 –2.01 6.98 –8.96 2.03 –6.93
TIP4P/DCM 8.94 –2.46 6.48 –9.08 2.42 –6.66
TIP4P 9.05 –2.46 6.59 –9.07 2.42 –6.65
TIP5P/DCM 8.14 –2.25 5.89 –8.06 2.18 –5.88
TIP5P 8.07 –2.25 5.82 –8.03 2.18 –5.85
a Ref.;78 b Ref.81
4.6 MDCM Model for PhF
Next, the (M)DCM parametrization is extended to solvated systems. As an example, flu-
orobenzene (PhF) was chosen. In the past it has been demonstrated that for halogenated
benzenes including detailed electrostatics is mandatory for quantitative simulations.82–84
The presence of a halogen atom in PhF with a weak “sigma hole”, combined with the avail-
ability of an existing multipolar model82 make it another suitable choice to evaluate the
impact of replacing multipolar terms with distributed charges. In this case previously pub-
lished experimental85–87 and computed82 solvation enthalpies, vaporization enthalpies of the
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pure liquid and heat capacities were available for comparison.
As for water, the first step was to obtain suitable MDCMs fitted to a grid of MEP points
generated by the pre-existing multipolar model. Models were fitted with between 12 and 36
charges, i.e. with an average of between 1 and 3 charges per atom, see Figure 8. As the un-
derlying multipolar model contained 42 non-zero multipolar terms, all charge models again
offer a notable decrease in computational complexity for subsequent simulations. While the
visible noise in Figure 8 with increasing number of charges in the fit shows that further
refinement of the fitting procedure is possible, for example by increasing the number of DE
fitting generations or the number of fits performed, the generally systematic improvement is
encouraging and offers the possibility to select an MDCM based on an optimal compromise
between computational cost of simulations due to increased number of charges, and improved
accuracy in the electrostatics.
It is also encouraging to see that with 13 charges, i.e. an average of 1.1 charges per atom, the
RMSE has already dropped to 0.19 kcal/mol with a maximum absolute error across the grid
of 1.14 kcal/mol. With 18 charges the RMSE is 0.08 kcal/mol and the maximum absolute
error is 0.38 kcal/mol and with an average of 3 charges per atom the accuracy reaches an
RMSE of 0.02 kcal/mol and the maximum absolute error is 0.12 kcal/mol.
4.7 Thermodynamic Properties of PhF
After fitting MDCMs for PhF, the performance of the models in condensed phase simulations
with respect to the performance of the original multipolar model was investigated. For this,
the 22-charge MDCM was selected as it offered good accuracy (an RMSE of 0.06 kcal/mol
across the electrostatic grid used for fitting and a maximum absolute error of 0.53 kcal/mol)
at modest computational cost with fewer than 2 charges on average per atom (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Left: RMSE and maximum absolute errors for fits of MDCMs to MEP
reference data as a function of increasing number of charges. Right: 22-charge
model chosen for condensed phase simulations.
Again, as no symmetry constraints were applied the charge positions are spatially asym-
metric, but the close agreement in MEP with the symmetric underlying multipolar model
demonstrates that the symmetry of the MEP is conserved.
The thermodynamic properties chosen for comparison with available experimental data were
the density of pure liquid PhF, the vaporization enthalpy of liquid PhF and the solvation free
energy of a single PhF molecule in liquid water. As simulation conditions differed slightly
from those used to fit the multipolar model82 a scaling factor of 1.1 was applied to the
Lennard-Jones ‘σ’ and ‘’ parameters of heavy atoms to recover the original performance of
the multipolar model in describing these properties. The same scaling factor was applied to
L-J parameters in MDCM simulations to allow direct comparison.
Results averaged over 8 independent simulations are shown in Table 6. While both models
agree quite well with experiment, there is again very good agreement between the multipo-
lar and MDCM condensed-phase simulation results. That this agreement is again possible
without refitting any other force-field terms and by fitting only to MEP grid-data highlights
the equivalent performance of a modest number of distributed charges to a full multipole-
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expansion truncated at quadrupole when describing the dynamics of these systems.
Table 6: Calculated free energy ∆G (kcal/mol) of solvation of a single molecule of PhF in
a TIP3P solvent box (averaged over 8 thermodynamic integration runs, with contributions
from electrostatic and vdW terms), ∆H of vaporization (kcal/mol) and density at 300 K
of pure liquid PhF. Results using an existing multipolar model for PhF are compared with
results from a fitted MDCM with 22 charges. The standard deviation for each computed
value is reported next to the number.
ρ ∆Hvap ∆G
c
solv,vdw ∆Gsolv,elec ∆Gsolv,tot
Multipolara 0.90±0.01 9.37±0.05 2.21±0.13 † –2.32 ±0.04 –0.10 ±0.14
MDCM 0.90±0.01 9.39±0.06 2.21±0.13 † –2.92 ±0.13 –0.71 ±0.21
Exp. 1.02b 8.26c - - –0.80d
a Ref.82 ; b Ref.85 ; c Ref.86 ; d Ref.87 .
† The same 8 trajectories were used to evaluate Multipolar and MDCM vdW solvation
energy contributions.
5. Conclusions
(M)DCM has been improved in accuracy, generalized and extended to include polarizabil-
ity and applied to condensed phase simulations. Its performance to capture multipolar
interactions within a single point charge-based implementation has been demonstrated by
comparing various condensed phase properties of water and solvated PhF with established
multipolar representations. Specifically, the distributed charge framework (including distri-
bution of torques, local axis system description, definition of cut-offs) maintains the original
bulk simulation properties for traditional force field models such as TIP3P, models with
one or more off-centered charges such as TIP4P and TIP5P, and multipolar models such as
the recently developed iAMOEBA and a multipolar description of PhF. Although there are
different possible ways to define axis systems (Figure 1) and to distribute the torques, the
close agreement and consistency of the results from the MD simulations for eight condensed
phase properties using the different models indicates that these choices are not critical to
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describing the dynamics of the system. This is not self-evident and a gratifying aspect of
the present work.
The use of point charges in place of atom-centered multipoles removes the need for com-
putationally expensive higher-order multipole terms to yield accurate and efficient dynamics.
Furthermore, machine-learning reduces the number of charges necessary to a minimal set and
the method has been combined with isotropic polarization and integrated with familiar tools
such as barostats and thermodynamic integration routines to enable straightforward use of
the models under widely encountered condensed-phase simulation conditions. The compati-
bility of the approach with an unmodified release of OpenMM and with all of the force field
models tested here shows that distributed charges are a versatile tool for the development
of next-generation force fields and multi-level approaches, and also offer an alternative to
explicit multipolar terms of existing force fields. Beyond the simulation packages presented
already, widely used codes such as Amber1 also offer functionality for off-centered charges
that could be combined with (M)DCM without further modification.
While the current work focused on directly comparing simulation results from (M)DCM with
multipolar representations without refitting remaining parameters for direct comparison of
the implementations, a generic (M)DCM force field, fitted to condensed phase experiments
offers additional opportunities for quantitative simulations. This can be envisaged within
the framework of an existing fitting environment42 and will be of particular interest when
balancing accuracy (i.e. the number of charges per atom) and speed for specific applica-
tions. As was shown here it is possible by increasing the number of charges used in fitting
to systematically improve the accuracy of the electrostatic interactions, allowing fine tun-
ing of the computational cost of adding more charges and a corresponding improvement in
the description of the electrostatic interaction. In this way, the present work opens up the
possibility for custom-made MDCM force fields with calibrated accuracy to encapsulate the
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physics of a given application.
6. Supplementary Material
See supplementary material for an illustration of the complexity of multipolar versus dis-
tributed charge interaction terms, for parameter files with (M)DCM charge positions and
magnitudes, for sample input files used to run (M)DCM in OpenMM, for radial distribu-
tion functions from different water model simulations and for a discussion of the relationship
between errors in the electrostatic interaction energy and fitting errors in the MEP. The code
used to fit the MDCMs presented here is available freely at https://github.com/MMunibas/MDCM.
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S2
1 Reduction in complexity using distributed charges
The main benefit of using distributed charges over a truncated multipole expansion is that
the electrostatic interaction energy between two multipolar atoms can be evaluated using
a homogeneous set of charge-charge interaction terms in place of the heterogeneous terms
between multipole moments of different ranks. I.e. all energy terms are of the form:
Vab =
qaqb
Rab
(1)
where Rab is the distance between atoms a and b. By contrast, multipolar interaction terms
are heterogeneous and especially higher rank terms are substantially more complex. The
following example describes the interaction between the Q22c terms on atoms a and b:
S1
VQ22c,aQ22c,b =
1
4
Q22c,aQ22c,b(35r
a2
x r
b2
x − 35ra2x rb2y rby − 35ra2y rb2x + 35ra2y rb2y rbyrby
+ 20raxr
b
xcxA,xB − 20raxrbycxA,yB − 20rayrbxcyA,xB + 20rayrbycyA,yB
+ 2c2xA,xB − 2c2xA,yB − 2c2yA,xB + 2c2yA,yB)R−5ab (2)
Here raα is the scalar product eˆ
a
α · eˆab where eˆaα is a unit vector along the α axis of atom a
(α = x, y, z). eˆab is a unit vector in the direction from a to b. β = x, y, z for atom b, cα,β is
the scalar product eˆaα · eˆbβ. In order to run molecular dynamics simulations the gradients of
each of these terms must also be evaluated for every nonbonded atom pair at each simulation
time step.
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2 (M)DCM Charge Models
Table S1: Octahedrally arranged DCM charges (a.u.) and their coordinates (A˚) for H2O
used in iAMOEBA model; atomic polarizabilities α in A˚3. Coordinates are relative to local
atomic axes.S2
X Y Z q α
H 0.50484
q1 -0.0956010671 0.0000000000 0.0090474640 1.6134817638
q2 0.0000000000 0.0959947647 0.0000000000 0.2524281689
q3 0.0956010671 0.0000000000 -0.0090474640 2.0482594186
q4 -0.0086850918 0.0000000000 -0.0995898760 -2.2882340867
q5 0.0000000000 -0.0959947647 0.0000000000 0.2524281689
q6 0.0086850918 0.0000000000 0.0995898760 -1.5813534334
O 0.80636
q1 -0.0575896814 0.0000000000 -0.0800056071 2.0122163666
q2 0.0000000000 -0.0959947647 0.0000000000 -3.1087375276
q3 0.0575896814 0.0000000000 0.0800056071 2.0122163666
q4 -0.0768011943 0.0000000000 0.0599925231 1.0336186790
q5 0.0000000000 0.0959947647 0.0000000000 -3.1087375276
q6 0.0768011943 0.0000000000 -0.0599925231 0.5654036430
H 0.50484
q1 0.0956010671 0.0000000000 0.0090474640 1.6134817638
q2 0.0000000000 -0.0959947647 0.0000000000 0.2524281689
q3 -0.0956010671 0.0000000000 -0.0090474640 2.0482594186
q4 0.0086850918 0.0000000000 -0.0995898760 -2.2882340867
q5 0.0000000000 0.0959947647 0.0000000000 0.2524281689
q6 -0.0086850918 0.0000000000 0.0995898760 -1.5813534334
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Table S2: MDCM charges (a.u.) and their positions (A˚) for 10-charge H2O model used for
iAMOEBA; atomic polarizabilities α in A˚3. Coordinates are relative to local atomic axes.S2
X Y Z q α
H 0.50484
q1 0.0209144768 0.0000004420 0.3473443817 -0.1066619461
q2 -0.0452396324 0.0000004981 -0.1651346312 -0.9725811260
q3 -0.1905254480 0.0000021077 -0.0528319716 0.5997075639
q4 0.1496075438 -0.0018910650 -0.0565055370 0.8289103944
O 0.80636
q1 0.1009343674 0.4067419560 -0.0294610237 -0.2369290661
q2 0.0881957994 -0.3169912077 -0.0203134193 -0.3142376636
H 0.50484
q1 0.1659300202 -0.0008225336 0.0275557737 0.5465716486
q2 -0.1837974669 -0.0020877351 -0.0477859191 0.6204782536
q3 0.0519918506 -0.0000018568 -0.3764240427 -0.6244927174
q4 0.0355028536 -0.0000020937 0.2009935462 -0.3407653412
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3 iAMOEBA DCM OpenMM force field definition file
The following ”XML” format force field definition file defines the iAMOEBA/DCM imple-
mentation for use in OpenMM. While dummy atom types could potentially be consolidated
(all dummy atoms share the same mass and VDW, sites belonging to the same atom-type
also have the same polarizability), the exhaustive approach taken here is convenient for
development purposes.
<ForceField>
<AtomTypes>
<Type name=”380” class=”73” element=”O” mass=”15.999”/>
<Type name=”381” class=”74” element=”H” mass=”1.008”/>
<Type name=”382” class=”75” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”383” class=”76” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”384” class=”77” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”385” class=”78” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”386” class=”79” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”387” class=”80” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”388” class=”81” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”389” class=”82” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”390” class=”83” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”391” class=”84” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”392” class=”85” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”393” class=”86” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”394” class=”87” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”395” class=”88” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”396” class=”89” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”397” class=”90” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”398” class=”91” mass=”0”/>
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<Type name=”399” class=”92” mass=”0”/>
</AtomTypes>
<Residues>
<Residue name=”HOH”>
<Atom name=”O” type=”380”/>
<Atom name=”H1” type=”381”/>
<Atom name=”H2” type=”381”/>
<Atom name=”M1” type=”382”/>
<Atom name=”M2” type=”383”/>
<Atom name=”M3” type=”384”/>
<Atom name=”M4” type=”385”/>
<Atom name=”M5” type=”386”/>
<Atom name=”M6” type=”387”/>
<Atom name=”M7” type=”388”/>
<Atom name=”M8” type=”389”/>
<Atom name=”M9” type=”390”/>
<Atom name=”M10” type=”391”/>
<Atom name=”M11” type=”392”/>
<Atom name=”M12” type=”393”/>
<Atom name=”M13” type=”394”/>
<Atom name=”M14” type=”395”/>
<Atom name=”M15” type=”396”/>
<Atom name=”M16” type=”397”/>
<Atom name=”M17” type=”398”/>
<Atom name=”M18” type=”399”/>
<Bond from=”0” to=”2”/>
<Bond from=”0” to=”1”/>
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<!−− H1−atom charges and positions −−>
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”3” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”0.0” wo2=”1.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0” wy2
=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=” 0.000905” p2=” 0.009551” p3=” 0.000000” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”4” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”0.0” wo2=”1.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0” wy2
=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=” 0.000000” p2=”−0.000000” p3=” 0.009591” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”5” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”0.0” wo2=”1.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0” wy2
=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=”−0.000905” p2=”−0.009551” p3=” 0.000000” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”6” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”0.0” wo2=”1.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0” wy2
=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=”−0.009959” p2=” 0.000868” p3=” 0.000000” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”7” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”0.0” wo2=”1.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0” wy2
=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=” 0.000000” p2=”−0.000000” p3=”−0.009591” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”8” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”0.0” wo2=”1.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0” wy2
=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=” 0.009959” p2=”−0.000868” p3=” 0.000000” />
<!−− O−atom charges and positions −−>
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”9” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”1.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0” wy2
=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=”−0.008010” p2=” 0.005742” p3=” 0.000000” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”10” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”1.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0”
wy2=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=” 0.000000” p2=”−0.000000” p3=”−0.009591” />
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<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”11” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”1.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0”
wy2=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=” 0.008010” p2=”−0.005742” p3=” 0.000000” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”12” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”1.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0”
wy2=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=” 0.005987” p2=” 0.007682” p3=” 0.000000” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”13” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”1.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0”
wy2=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=” 0.000000” p2=”−0.000000” p3=” 0.009591” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”14” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”1.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0”
wy2=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=”−0.005987” p2=”−0.007682” p3=” 0.000000” />
<!−− H2−atom charges and positions −−>
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”15” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”0.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”1.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”0.0” wx3=”1.0” wy1=”1.0” wy2
=”−1.0” wy3=”0.0” p1=” 0.000905” p2=”−0.009551” p3=” 0.000000” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”16” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”0.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”1.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”0.0” wx3=”1.0” wy1=”1.0” wy2
=”−1.0” wy3=”0.0” p1=” 0.000000” p2=”−0.000000” p3=”−0.009591” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”17” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”0.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”1.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”0.0” wx3=”1.0” wy1=”1.0” wy2
=”−1.0” wy3=”0.0” p1=”−0.000905” p2=” 0.009551” p3=” 0.000000” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”18” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”0.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”1.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”0.0” wx3=”1.0” wy1=”1.0” wy2
=”−1.0” wy3=”0.0” p1=”−0.009959” p2=”−0.000868” p3=” 0.000000” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”19” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”0.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”1.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”0.0” wx3=”1.0” wy1=”1.0” wy2
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=”−1.0” wy3=”0.0” p1=” 0.000000” p2=”−0.000000” p3=” 0.009591” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”20” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”0.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”1.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”0.0” wx3=”1.0” wy1=”1.0” wy2
=”−1.0” wy3=”0.0” p1=” 0.009959” p2=” 0.000868” p3=” 0.000000” />
</Residue>
</Residues>
<AmoebaBondForce bond−cubic=”−25.5” bond−quartic=”379.3125”>
<Bond class1=”73” class2=”74” length=”9.584047e−02” k=”2.3331232e+05”/>
</AmoebaBondForce>
<AmoebaAngleForce angle−cubic=”−0.014” angle−quartic=”5.6e−05” angle−pentic=”
−7e−07” angle−sextic=”2.2e−08”>
<Angle class1=”74” class2=”73” class3=”74” k=”6.359379296918e−02” angle1=”
1.064826e+02”/>
</AmoebaAngleForce>
<AmoebaOutOfPlaneBendForce type=”ALLINGER” opbend−cubic=”−0.014” opbend
−quartic=”5.6e−05” opbend−pentic=”−7e−07” opbend−sextic=”2.2e−08”>
<!−− LPW: Mark’s force field parsing code requires AmoebaOutOfPlaneBendForce
in order to read AmoebaAngleForce, even if the clause is empty −−>
</AmoebaOutOfPlaneBendForce>
<AmoebaVdwForce type=”BUFFERED−14−7” radiusrule=”CUBIC−MEAN”
radiustype=”R−MIN” radiussize=”DIAMETER” epsilonrule=”HHG” vdw−13−scale
=”0.0” vdw−14−scale=”1.0” vdw−15−scale=”1.0”>
<Vdw class=”73” sigma=”3.645297e−01” epsilon=”8.2348e−01” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”74” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”75” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”76” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”77” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
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<Vdw class=”78” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”79” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”80” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”81” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”82” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”83” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”84” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”85” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”86” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”87” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”88” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”89” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”90” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”91” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”92” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
</AmoebaVdwForce>
<AmoebaMultipoleForce direct11Scale=”0.0” direct12Scale=”1.0” direct13Scale=”1.0”
direct14Scale=”1.0” mpole12Scale=”0.0” mpole13Scale=”0.0” mpole14Scale=”0.4”
mpole15Scale=”0.8” mutual11Scale=”1.0” mutual12Scale=”1.0” mutual13Scale
=”1.0” mutual14Scale=”1.0” polar12Scale=”0.0” polar13Scale=”0.0” polar14Intra
=”0.5” polar14Scale=”1.0” polar15Scale=”1.0”>
<Multipole type=”380” c0=”0.0” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21=”0.0”
q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”381” c0=”0.0” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21=”0.0”
q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”382” c0=”1.613482” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
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<Multipole type=”383” c0=”0.252428” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”384” c0=”2.048259” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”385” c0=”−2.288234” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0”
q21=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”386” c0=”0.252428” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”387” c0=”−1.581353” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0”
q21=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”388” c0=”2.012216” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”389” c0=”−3.108738” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0”
q21=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”390” c0=”2.012216” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”391” c0=”1.033619” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”392” c0=”−3.108738” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0”
q21=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”393” c0=”0.565404” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”394” c0=”1.613482” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”395” c0=”0.252428” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”396” c0=”2.048259” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
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=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”397” c0=”−2.288234” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0”
q21=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”398” c0=”0.252428” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”399” c0=”−1.581353” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0”
q21=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Polarize type=”381” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−04” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”382” pgrp3=”383” pgrp4=”384” pgrp5=”385” pgrp6=”386”
pgrp7=”387” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391” pgrp12
=”392” pgrp13=”393” pgrp14=”394” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”382” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”383” pgrp4=”384” pgrp5=”385” pgrp6=”386”
pgrp7=”387” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391” pgrp12
=”392” pgrp13=”393” pgrp14=”394” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”383” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”384” pgrp5=”385” pgrp6=”386”
pgrp7=”387” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391” pgrp12
=”392” pgrp13=”393” pgrp14=”394” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”384” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”385” pgrp6=”386”
pgrp7=”387” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391” pgrp12
=”392” pgrp13=”393” pgrp14=”394” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
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<Polarize type=”385” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”386”
pgrp7=”387” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391” pgrp12
=”392” pgrp13=”393” pgrp14=”394” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”386” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”387” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391” pgrp12
=”392” pgrp13=”393” pgrp14=”394” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”387” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391” pgrp12
=”392” pgrp13=”393” pgrp14=”394” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”388” polarizability=”8.063631227791e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391” pgrp12
=”392” pgrp13=”393” pgrp14=”394” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”389” polarizability=”8.063631227791e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391” pgrp12
=”392” pgrp13=”393” pgrp14=”394” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”390” polarizability=”8.063631227791e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
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pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”389” pgrp11=”391” pgrp12
=”392” pgrp13=”393” pgrp14=”394” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”391” polarizability=”8.063631227791e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”389” pgrp11=”390” pgrp12
=”392” pgrp13=”393” pgrp14=”394” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”392” polarizability=”8.063631227791e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”389” pgrp11=”390” pgrp12
=”391” pgrp13=”393” pgrp14=”394” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”393” polarizability=”8.063631227791e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”389” pgrp11=”390” pgrp12
=”391” pgrp13=”392” pgrp14=”394” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”394” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”389” pgrp11=”390” pgrp12
=”391” pgrp13=”392” pgrp14=”393” pgrp15=”395” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”395” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”389” pgrp11=”390” pgrp12
=”391” pgrp13=”392” pgrp14=”393” pgrp15=”394” pgrp16=”396” pgrp17=”397”
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pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”396” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”389” pgrp11=”390” pgrp12
=”391” pgrp13=”392” pgrp14=”393” pgrp15=”394” pgrp16=”395” pgrp17=”397”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”397” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”389” pgrp11=”390” pgrp12
=”391” pgrp13=”392” pgrp14=”393” pgrp15=”394” pgrp16=”395” pgrp17=”396”
pgrp18=”398” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”398” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”389” pgrp11=”390” pgrp12
=”391” pgrp13=”392” pgrp14=”393” pgrp15=”394” pgrp16=”395” pgrp17=”396”
pgrp18=”397” pgrp19=”399”/>
<Polarize type=”399” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”389” pgrp11=”390” pgrp12
=”391” pgrp13=”392” pgrp14=”393” pgrp15=”394” pgrp16=”395” pgrp17=”396”
pgrp18=”397” pgrp19=”398”/>
</AmoebaMultipoleForce>
<AmoebaUreyBradleyForce cubic=”0.0” quartic=”0.0”>
<UreyBradley class1=”74” class2=”73” class3=”74” k=”−4.31294e+03” d
=”1.535676676685e−01”/>
</AmoebaUreyBradleyForce>
</ForceField>
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4 Error Reduction in MDCMs
In this section it is demonstrated that applying constraints to charge magnitudes during
MDCM fitting can reduce the corresponding error in electrostatic interaction energy between
molecules of arbitrary types and relative spatial orientations.
The MDCM optimal fitted solution without applied constraints minimizes errors in the
MEP, rather than the electrostatic interaction energy relevant to MD simulations. Fitting
to the electrostatic interaction energy directly would avoid this issue, but also lead to biased
sampling of the electric field around the molecule during fitting by focusing on those regions
relevant to the electrostatic interactions included in the finite training set. It is more difficult
to generate sufficiently large, heterogeneous training sets of reference electrostatic interaction
energies between non-polarized monomers than to generate the more straightforward MEP
across a spatial grid. A good solution is therefore to solve the more straightforward MEP
fitting problem with constraints introduced to ensure that the resulting charge models will
also perform well for the closely related electrostatic interaction energy between molecules.
To relate the error in the MEP to the resulting error in the electrostatic interaction
between molecules, we start with a description of the residual error in the MEP of an
MDCM for molecule ‘a’ after fitting:
Va(r) =
∫
Ωa
ρa(ra)
|r− ra|dra =
nq,a∑
n=1
qa,n
|r− ra,n| + δVa(r) (3)
for r sampled outside the molecular surface used for fitting. ρa(ra) is the reference electron
density of molecule ‘a’ at point ra in the molecular volume Ωa. qa,n is charge n of the fitted
MDCM model with ra,n the position of the charge, and δVa(r) is the residual error in the
MEP after fitting the MDCM.
This can be related to the error in interaction with a single external charge, qb at rb:
Uab = qb
∫
Ωa
ρa(ra)
|rb − ra|dra = qb
nq,a∑
n=1
qa,n
|rb − ra,n| + qbδVa(rb) (4)
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Now using the exact interaction between two molecules, a double integral over the molec-
ular volumes of a and b:
Uab =
∫
Ωa
∫
Ωb
ρa(ra)ρb(rb)
|rb − ra| dradrb (5)
and inserting (3) and rearranging:
Uab =
nq,a∑
n=1
qa,n
∫
Ωb
ρb(rb)
|rb − ra,n| +
∫
Ωb
ρb(rb)δVa(rb)drb (6)
then using (3) again for molecule b:
Uab =
nq,a∑
n=1
nq,b∑
m=1
qa,nqb,m
|rb,m − ra,n| +
nq,a∑
n=1
qa,nδVb(ra,n) +
∫
Ωb
ρb(rb)δVa(rb)drb (7)
or, equivalently:
Uab =
nq,b∑
n=1
nq,a∑
m=1
qb,nqa,m
|ra,m − rb,n| +
nq,b∑
n=1
qb,nδVa(rb,n) +
∫
Ωa
ρa(ra)δVb(ra)dra (8)
Minimizing the δVa(r) error term in (3) requires simply a charge model that describes the
MEP as closely as possible to the corresponding Coulomb integral over the molecular charge
density. In practise this often results in large fitted charges, of the order of several a.u. The
error terms in (7) and (8) for the electrostatic interaction energy, however, show that the
error in the MEP is multiplied by the magnitude of each interacting charge. While error
cancellation is possible it is not guaranteed, so the presence of larger charges can lead to an
amplification of the error in the MEP. For a typical fitting problem it has been observed that
for a given MDCM model containing large charges, the error in the electrostatic interaction
energy is amplified in some regions but remains small due to error cancellation in others.
It is therefore safest to constrain the magnitude of the fitted charges to remain as low as
possible while still achieving an acceptable error in the fitted MEP, i.e. to find a compromise
solution with low errors in the fitted MEP and the smallest possible charges.
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5 iAMOEBA MDCM OpenMM force field definition
file
The following ”XML” format force field definition file defines the iAMOEBA/MDCM imple-
mentation for use in OpenMM. Dummy atom types could again potentially be consolidated
as all MDCM dummy atoms also share the same mass and VDW, and sites belonging to the
same atom-type also have the same polarizability.
<ForceField>
<AtomTypes>
<Type name=”380” class=”73” element=”O” mass=”15.999”/>
<Type name=”381” class=”74” element=”H” mass=”1.008”/>
<Type name=”382” class=”75” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”383” class=”76” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”384” class=”77” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”385” class=”78” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”386” class=”79” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”387” class=”80” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”388” class=”81” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”389” class=”82” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”390” class=”83” mass=”0”/>
<Type name=”391” class=”84” mass=”0”/>
</AtomTypes>
<Residues>
<Residue name=”HOH”>
<Atom name=”O” type=”380”/>
<Atom name=”H1” type=”381”/>
<Atom name=”H2” type=”381”/>
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<Atom name=”M1” type=”382”/>
<Atom name=”M2” type=”383”/>
<Atom name=”M3” type=”384”/>
<Atom name=”M4” type=”385”/>
<Atom name=”M5” type=”386”/>
<Atom name=”M6” type=”387”/>
<Atom name=”M7” type=”388”/>
<Atom name=”M8” type=”389”/>
<Atom name=”M9” type=”390”/>
<Atom name=”M10” type=”391”/>
<Bond from=”0” to=”2”/>
<Bond from=”0” to=”1”/>
<!−− H1−atom charges and positions −−>
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”3” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”0.0” wo2=”1.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0” wy2
=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=” 0.034734” p2=”−0.002091” p3=” 0.000000” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”4” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”0.0” wo2=”1.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0” wy2
=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=”−0.016513” p2=” 0.004524” p3=” 0.000000” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”5” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”0.0” wo2=”1.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0” wy2
=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=”−0.005283” p2=” 0.019053” p3=” 0.000000” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”6” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”0.0” wo2=”1.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0” wy2
=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=”−0.005651” p2=”−0.014961” p3=”−0.000189” />
<!−− O−atom charges and positions −−>
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<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”7” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”1.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0” wy2
=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=”−0.002946” p2=”−0.010093” p3=” 0.040674” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”8” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”1.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”0.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”1.0” wx3=”0.0” wy1=”−1.0” wy2
=”0.0” wy3=”1.0” p1=”−0.002031” p2=”−0.008820” p3=”−0.031699” />
<!−− H2−atom charges and positions −−>
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”9” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1=
”0.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”1.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”0.0” wx3=”1.0” wy1=”1.0” wy2=
”−1.0” wy3=”0.0” p1=” 0.002756” p2=”−0.016593” p3=”−0.000082” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”10” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”0.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”1.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”0.0” wx3=”1.0” wy1=”1.0” wy2
=”−1.0” wy3=”0.0” p1=”−0.004779” p2=” 0.018380” p3=”−0.000209” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”11” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”0.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”1.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”0.0” wx3=”1.0” wy1=”1.0” wy2
=”−1.0” wy3=”0.0” p1=”−0.037642” p2=”−0.005199” p3=”−0.000000” />
<VirtualSite type=”localCoords” index=”12” atom1=”0” atom2=”1” atom3=”2” wo1
=”0.0” wo2=”0.0” wo3=”1.0” wx1=”−1.0” wx2=”0.0” wx3=”1.0” wy1=”1.0” wy2
=”−1.0” wy3=”0.0” p1=” 0.020099” p2=”−0.003550” p3=”−0.000000” />
</Residue>
</Residues>
<AmoebaBondForce bond−cubic=”−25.5” bond−quartic=”379.3125”>
<Bond class1=”73” class2=”74” length=”9.584047e−02” k=”2.3331232e+05”/>
</AmoebaBondForce>
<AmoebaAngleForce angle−cubic=”−0.014” angle−quartic=”5.6e−05” angle−pentic=”
−7e−07” angle−sextic=”2.2e−08”>
<Angle class1=”74” class2=”73” class3=”74” k=”6.359379296918e−02” angle1=”
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1.064826e+02”/>
</AmoebaAngleForce>
<AmoebaOutOfPlaneBendForce type=”ALLINGER” opbend−cubic=”−0.014” opbend
−quartic=”5.6e−05” opbend−pentic=”−7e−07” opbend−sextic=”2.2e−08”>
<!−− LPW: Mark’s force field parsing code requires AmoebaOutOfPlaneBendForce
in order to read AmoebaAngleForce, even if the clause is empty −−>
</AmoebaOutOfPlaneBendForce>
<AmoebaVdwForce type=”BUFFERED−14−7” radiusrule=”CUBIC−MEAN”
radiustype=”R−MIN” radiussize=”DIAMETER” epsilonrule=”HHG” vdw−13−scale
=”0.0” vdw−14−scale=”1.0” vdw−15−scale=”1.0”>
<Vdw class=”73” sigma=”3.645297e−01” epsilon=”8.2348e−01” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”74” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”75” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”76” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”77” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”78” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”79” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”80” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”81” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”82” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”83” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
<Vdw class=”84” sigma=”0.0” epsilon=”0.0” reduction=”1.0”/>
</AmoebaVdwForce>
<AmoebaMultipoleForce direct11Scale=”0.0” direct12Scale=”1.0” direct13Scale=”1.0”
direct14Scale=”1.0” mpole12Scale=”0.0” mpole13Scale=”0.0” mpole14Scale=”0.4”
mpole15Scale=”0.8” mutual11Scale=”1.0” mutual12Scale=”1.0” mutual13Scale
=”1.0” mutual14Scale=”1.0” polar12Scale=”0.0” polar13Scale=”0.0” polar14Intra
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=”0.5” polar14Scale=”1.0” polar15Scale=”1.0”>
<Multipole type=”380” c0=”0.0” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21=”0.0”
q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”381” c0=”0.0” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21=”0.0”
q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”382” c0=”−0.106662” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0”
q21=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”383” c0=”−0.972581” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0”
q21=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”384” c0=”0.599708” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”385” c0=”0.828910” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”386” c0=”−0.236929” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0”
q21=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”387” c0=”−0.314238” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0”
q21=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”388” c0=”0.546572” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”389” c0=”0.620478” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0” q21
=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”390” c0=”−0.624493” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0”
q21=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Multipole type=”391” c0=”−0.340765” d1=”0.0” d2=”0.0” d3=”0.0” q11=”0.0”
q21=”0.0” q22=”0.0” q31=”0.0” q32=”0.0” q33=”0.0”/>
<Polarize type=”380” polarizability=”8.063631227791e−04” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”381” pgrp2=”382” pgrp3=”383” pgrp4=”384” pgrp5=”385” pgrp6=”386”
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pgrp7=”387” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391”/>
<Polarize type=”381” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−04” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”382” pgrp3=”383” pgrp4=”384” pgrp5=”385” pgrp6=”386”
pgrp7=”387” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391”/>
<Polarize type=”382” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”383” pgrp4=”384” pgrp5=”385” pgrp6=”386”
pgrp7=”387” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391”/>
<Polarize type=”383” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”384” pgrp5=”385” pgrp6=”386”
pgrp7=”387” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391”/>
<Polarize type=”384” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”385” pgrp6=”386”
pgrp7=”387” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391”/>
<Polarize type=”385” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”386”
pgrp7=”387” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391”/>
<Polarize type=”386” polarizability=”8.063631227791e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”387” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391”/>
<Polarize type=”387” polarizability=”8.063631227791e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”388” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391”/>
<Polarize type=”388” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”389” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391”/>
<Polarize type=”389” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
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pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”390” pgrp11=”391”/>
<Polarize type=”390” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”399” pgrp11=”391”/>
<Polarize type=”391” polarizability=”5.048434386104e−08” thole=”2.36164e−03”
pgrp1=”380” pgrp2=”381” pgrp3=”382” pgrp4=”383” pgrp5=”384” pgrp6=”385”
pgrp7=”386” pgrp8=”387” pgrp9=”388” pgrp10=”389” pgrp11=”390”/>
</AmoebaMultipoleForce>
<AmoebaUreyBradleyForce cubic=”0.0” quartic=”0.0”>
<UreyBradley class1=”74” class2=”73” class3=”74” k=”−4.31294e+03” d
=”1.535676676685e−01”/>
</AmoebaUreyBradleyForce>
</ForceField>
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6 O...O Radial Distribution Functions
Figure S1: Oxygen–oxygen radial distribution functions for liquid water at 298.15 K and
1 atm. DCM and MDCM implementations are compared with results using the original,
multipolar water iAMOEBA water model and with experimental neutron diffraction data.S3
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7 O...H Radial Distribution Functions
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Figure S2: Oxygen–hydogen radial distribution functions for liquid water at 298.15 K and
1 atm. Various simulation methods are compared against experimental Neutron diffraction
data.S3 Successive curves are offset 1 unit along the y-axis for clarity.
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8 H...H Radial Distribution Functions
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Figure S3: Hydrogen–hydogen, radial distribution functions for liquid water at 298.15 K and
1 atm. Various simulation methods are compared against experimental Neutron diffraction
data.S3 Successive curves are offset 1 unit along the y-axis for clarity.
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